Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis, the generation of speech from text input, offers another means of providing spoken language input to learners in Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) environments. Indeed, many potential benefits (ease of creation and editing of speech models, generation of speech models and feedback on demand, etc.) and uses (talking dictionaries, talking texts, dictation, pronunciation training, dialogue partner, etc.) of TTS synthesis in CALL have been put forward.
Introduction
In very simple terms, speech synthesis is the process of making the computer talk.
Unlike other methods of providing the computer with a voice, such as the digital recording of human speakers, Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis systems, which generate speech from text input, have the unique ability to generate speech models, which can be exploited for the provision of talking text facilities (Hamel, 2003a) , the automated generation of exercises with spoken language support (de Pijper, 1997) , and the generation of feedback (Sherwood, 1981) and conversational turns (Egan and LaRocca, 2000) on demand to unanticipated learner interactions. Yet, the use of TTS synthesis in Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) is not very widely accepted (Egan and LaRocca, 2000; Sobkowiack, 1998) and the number of commercial applications which integrate TTS is quite limited (Handley and Hamel, 2005) .
One possible reason for this is that the suitability and benefits of the use of TTS synthesis in CALL have not been proven. One way in which this can be achieved is through evaluation. However, as we shall see, TTS synthesis has been only partially evaluated for use in CALL applications. Specifically, only one of the requirements placed on the quality of the output of TTS synthesis systems has been addressed, namely comprehensibility (see section 4.3). Yet, CALL applications also place demands on the naturalness and accuracy of the output of TTS synthesis systems (Handley and Hamel, 2005 ) (see section 4.2). Moreover, the majority of the evaluations that have been conducted are out-of-date given the advances in TTS synthesis of the last few years (see section 2).
In this paper, I report an evaluation of the readiness of a selection of state-of-the-art TTS synthesis systems with respect to their use in the three different roles that they may assume within CALL applications: (1) reading machine, (2) pronunciation ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT model, and (3) dialogue partner (Handley and Hamel, 2005) . According to Handley and Hamel, CALL applications place demands on both the quality and the flexibility of the speech generated by TTS synthesis systems. The current evaluation focuses on criteria relating to the quality of the speech generated by the TTS systems.
Speech Synthesis
Speech synthesis systems, or speech synthesisers, are computer programs which automatically generate speech, i.e. systems which enable the computer to 'talk' or 'speak' to the user. More formally, speech synthesis systems are defined as systems which:
allow the generation of novel [oral] messages, either from scratch (i.e. entirely by rule) or by recombining shorter pre-stored units (van Bezooijen and van Heuven, 1997: 481) .
According to van Bezooijen and van Heuven, this definition includes limited domain
synthesis, that is systems in which individually stored words are substituted into information slots in carrier sentences (Black and Lenzo, 2000) . Examples of applications for which limited domain speech synthesis systems have been developed include talking clocks, fixed weather reports and dialogue systems for booking flights, hotels, and so on (ibid.).
While limited domain speech synthesis systems should generate better quality speech than systems which permit the synthesis of unrestricted texts because the utterances to be synthesised are necessarily similar to the recordings in the systems' speech database (Black and Lenzo, 2000) , limited domain synthesis will not be considered further here because the main attraction of the use of speech synthesis in CALL is the ability to generate any utterance on demand (see section 5). Moreover, the development of limited domain synthesis specifically for the purposes of CALL is not feasible given the low levels of funding that CALL research and development receives. A notable exception is CALL for military training (Johnson et al., 2002) .
A further distinction is made between Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis systems and Concept-to-Speech (CTS) synthesis systems. These two types of speech synthesis system are distinguished by the type of input that they support. TTS synthesis systems take text as input and mimic the human process of reading. CTS synthesis systems take a conceptual or semantic representation as input. The following is a simplified example of what the input to a CTS synthesis system for the generation of the response to the query How far is it from New York to Los Angeles?:
ASSERT(STATE(MEASURE(DISTANCE(NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES) (Rodman, 1999: 207) .
From this input the CTS synthesis system may generate the following output: "The distance between New York and Los Angeles is two thousand, four hundred and sixty one miles" (loc. cit.). A CTS synthesis system must therefore generate the utterances to be pronounced itself.
While CTS synthesis systems are, on the one hand, more complex than TTS synthesis systems because they must themselves generate the utterances that are to be pronounced, CTS systems should be able to generate higher quality output than TTS synthesis systems because, to a certain extent, they should 'know ' and 'understand' what they are saying (van Bezooijen and van Heuven, 1997) . For example, a CTS synthesis system should know the syntactic and semantic structures and the communicative purpose of the utterances to be generated (van Bezooijen and van Heuven, 1997; Rodman, 1999) . Producing high quality output from text, on the other hand, is more difficult because this information must be derived from text which is an inadequate representation of spoken language.
While it has been suggested by some in the field of CALL that CTS synthesis systems might be more appropriate for use in CALL because they ought to generate better quality speech than TTS synthesis, TTS synthesis is more frequently (re-)used for CALL purposes. TTS synthesis is hence the focus of this paper. TTS synthesis will therefore be considered in more detail in the next section.
TTS Synthesis
TTS synthesis systems are typically composed of two modules: 1) a Text-to-Phoneme (TTP) module (or NLP module), and 2) a Phoneme-to-Speech (PTS) module (or DSP ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT module). The goal of the TTP module is to generate an unambiguous narrow phonetic transcription of the input text augmented with specifications for the generation of prosody. The goal of the PTS module is to transform these control parameters into waveforms, i.e. speech. As yet, no standard architecture for the TTP module has been established -it may be implemented using simple heuristics, fully-fledged linguistically motivated grammars/parsers, or stochastic (statistically-driven) grammars/parsers. On the other hand, two standard techniques are used to implement the PTS module, namely formant and concatenative synthesis. Up until the turn of the century, formant synthesis was the dominant technology. Formant synthesisers produce speech by electronically modelling the acoustic characteristics of speech sounds, in particular their characteristic formant patterns. Concatenative synthesis, the current dominant technology, is based on the recombination of segments of prerecorded human speech. There are several different approaches to concatenative synthesis. The choice of approach has a significant effect on the quality of the speech generated. Approaches to concatenative synthesis therefore merit further consideration.
Concatenation-based synthesisers consist in a database of segments which have been extracted from a corpus of recordings of human speakers. The first such synthesisers were based on the concatenation of diphones. A diphone consists in the second half of an allophone, a contextually conditioned variant of a phoneme, and the first half of the following allophone (Dutoit, 1997; Huang et al., 2001) . The optimal segment for concatenative synthesis:
• Leads to low distortion at concatenation points, 4
• Is generalisable, i.e. permits the synthesis of unrestricted text, and,
• Captures inter-allophonic effects such as coarticulation (Dutoit, 1997; Huang et al., 2001 ).
While diphones are generalisable, capture inter-allophonic effects, and lead to low distortion at concatenation points, they are not optimal; they only capture coarticulatory effects which span adjacent phonemes and give rise to a large number of concatenation points (Dutoit, 1997; see footnote 4) . A number of other types of segment of different sizes have therefore been suggested for use in systems based on concatenative synthesis (see Dutoit (1997) or Huang et al (2001) for a review of the different types of segment which have been suggested). None, however, is optimal.
Consequently, state-of-the-art TTS synthesis systems often use a combination of the different types of segment (Dutoit, 1997) . This is referred to as non-uniform concatenative synthesis. Regarding the number of instances of each segment used, the first TTS synthesis systems based on concatenative synthesis only used one instance of each diphone. Consequently, the diphones did not always fit the prosody of the utterance to be generated. In order to overcome this, the database of state-of-the-art TTS synthesis systems often includes multiple instances of each segment, each extracted from a different prosodic context (Black and Taylor, 1994; Campbell and Black, 1997; , from which, on synthesis, the system selects the most appropriate segment given the prosody of the utterance to be generated. This is referred to as Unit Selection Synthesis (USS). Unit selection is often combined with the use of different types of segment. Systems which combine the two techniques are referred to as non-uniform USS systems (Schroeter, 2001; Henton, 2002) .
TTS Synthesis in CALL
CALL applications integrating speech technology have emerged from the general need in language learning and teaching for "self-paced interactive learning environments" which provide "controlled interactive speaking practice outside the classroom" (Ehsani and Knodt, 1998, p. 45) . Though little heard of in CALL until recently, it was identified that TTS synthesis could play a role in responding to this need over twenty five years ago (Sherwood, 1981) . Specifically, Sherwood made the observation that typing/editing text is easier than (re-)recording voice and that navigating through a textual database is easier than retrieving recorded samples from an audiotape. He also observed that TTS synthesis has the capacity to generate speech models on demand, and that this capacity could be exploited in CALL to provide learners with personalised feedback. A decade or so later, the same advantages were again put forward, this time by the technology specialists themselves (Dutoit, 1997; Keller and Zellner-Keller, 2000) . They see TTS synthesis as an "indefatigable substitute native speaker" (Keller and Zellner-Keller 2000: 111) which because it is not human is perceived as non-judgemental.
It has been suggested that the advantages of TTS synthesis presented above could be exploited in a number of different CALL applications. Regarding the evaluation of TTS synthesis for use in CALL, different setups or operational contexts often impose different requirements and therefore require different methods of evaluation (Sparck- Jones and Galliers, 1996) . In the following sections, the proposed applications are therefore classified according to the operational context, or role, in which TTS synthesis is used. Three roles have been identified: 1) reading machine, 2) pronunciation model, and 3) conversational partner (Handley and Hamel, 2005) .
Reading Machine
Applications in which TTS synthesis assumes the role of a reading machine include:
talking dictionaries, talking texts and dictations. A talking dictionary is an electronic dictionary which integrates either digital recordings of human speakers or speech synthesis for the oral presentation of dictionary entries. An example of a commercially available talking dictionary integrating TTS synthesis is the Oxford-
Hachette French Dictionary on CD-ROM.
A talking text is a tool which will read aloud any section of text (a single word, a sentence, a paragraph, etc.) typed or copied into it from either the CALL application or an external source such as a Web page.
The Oxford Hachette French Dictionary on CD-ROM also integrates such a facility as does FreeText, a CALL program for advanced learners of French (Hamel, 2003b) , and the Appeal ("A pleasant personal environment for adaptive learning") system (de Pijper, 1997) . Dictation is a traditional writing activity in which the teacher reads aloud a text which the learner is asked to transcribe. DICTOR (Santiago-Oriola, 1999) and Ordictée (Mercier et al., 2000) are examples of CALL applications dedicated to dictation.
Pronunciation Model
It has also been suggested that TTS synthesis could be used as a pronunciation model in exercises focusing on both the segmental (practice of individual and combined phonemes) and supra-segmental (practice of intonation and prosody) levels. At the segmental level, it is typically used to present individual and combined sounds to the learner, sounds which are retrieved from a database in which they are stored in textual format. The experimental pronunciation tutor SAFexo, a module of the CALL system ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT SAFRAN (Système d' Apprentissage du FRANçais; Hamel, 1998 Hamel, , 2003a , focuses on this kind of practice. An example of a CALL application that uses TTS synthesis in the teaching of prosody is Mercier et al.' s (2000) prosodic tutor for Breton.
Conversational Partner
Since responses in dialogues are unpredictable and may be infinite in number, it is difficult to both predict and store all possible responses in the form of digitally recorded human speech to learner utterances. TTS synthesis with its unique ability to generate spoken utterances from text on demand provides part of the solution to this problem. Examples of spoken dialogue systems which integrate TTS synthesis that are currently being developed for use in language learning include the Let's Go Spoken Dialogue System (SDS) (Raux and Eskenazi, 2004) and SCILL (Spoken Conversational Interaction for Language Learning) system (Seneff et al., 2004) .
Evaluation of TTS synthesis for CALL purposes
The evaluation of TTS synthesis for CALL purposes is important because general purpose TTS synthesis systems are being re-used in roles in which they are not used in general applications, namely as a pronunciation model and as a conversational partner. Moreover, while TTS synthesis is used as a reading machine in applications outside CALL such as reading machines for the blind, screen readers for people with visual impairments and learning disabilities such as dyslexia and aphasia, and talking word processor, the CALL setup differs from these operational contexts. The most important difference is that the main users of CALL are learners, that is non-native speakers of the language spoken by the TTS synthesis system. In the following sections, I consider the levels of evaluation that ought to be conducted and the requirements that ought to be addressed by those evaluations before going on to review the evaluations of TTS synthesis for CALL purposes that have been conducted to date.
Evaluation Infrastructure
According to Handley and Hamel (2005) , the following levels of evaluation ought to be conducted:
• Basic research evaluation of TTS synthesis for use in CALL: An evaluation of the viability and potential benefits of the use of TTS synthesis in the intended CALL application.
• Technology evaluation of TTS synthesis for use in CALL: An evaluation of the extent to which the selected TTS synthesis system(s) meets the requirements of the intended CALL application.
• Judgemental evaluation of the CALL application: An evaluation of the potential of the CALL application to provide conditions which promote Second Language Acquisition (SLA).
• Judgemental evaluation of the teacher planned activity: An evaluation of the potential of the teacher-planned activity to provide conditions which promote SLA.
• Usage evaluation of the teacher planned activity: An evaluation of learners' performance in the teacher-planned activity.
• Program evaluation: An evaluation of the success of the funding program. This is a combination of the levels of evaluation recommended by Chapelle (2001a Chapelle ( , 2001b for the evaluation of CALL activities and by ELSE (1999) for the evaluation of Speech And Language Technologies (SALT).
Requirements
Based on a review of 'ideal' conditions for SLA (Chapelle, 1998) , research on teacher talk, the register of speech that teachers use to address learners, and best practice in language learning and teaching, Handley and Hamel (2005) suggested that CALL applications place demands first and foremost on the quality of the output of TTS synthesis systems. Specifically, they suggested that the quality of the output should be such that it is as comprehensible, natural, and accurate as possible. Comprehensibility refers to the ease with which a listener can understand a speaker' s intended message (Francis and Nusbaum, 1999) . Natural speech is speech which sounds as if it was produced by a native speaker. Accurate speech is speech which is free from error. In addition to quality, Handley and Hamel (2005) suggested that CALL applications place demands on the flexibility of TTS synthesis. Specifically, they suggested that TTS synthesis systems for use in CALL should provide control over voice, style ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT (familiar or formal), speech rate and pitch. Handley and Hamel's recommendations were based on the fact that CALL applications should provide what Chapelle (2001a Chapelle ( , 2001b refers to as language learning potential. Language learning potential concerns whether features of the target language can actually be learned from a CALL activity as it is designed, and whether the activity provides plenty of opportunities to focus on linguistic form. In a case study involving a research French TTS synthesis system, Handley and Hamel (2005) established that CALL applications do indeed place demands on the comprehensibility, naturalness and accuracy of the speech generated by TTS synthesis, but that they also place demands on register and expressiveness.
The demands placed on the flexibility of TTS synthesis systems remain to be validated.
State of the Art
Our review of the literature reveals that very few "formal" evaluations of TTS synthesis for the specific purposes of CALL have been conducted (Stratil et al., 1987a; Stratil et al., 1987b; Cohen, 1993; Santiago-Oriola, 1999; Hincks, 2002) .
Moreover, general purpose tools for the evaluation of speech synthesis systems such as the ITU-T Overall Quality Test (Schmidt-Nielson, 1995; van Bezooijen and van Heuven, 1997) which is exploited in the Blizzard Challenge (Bennett, 2005; Black and Tokuda, 2005) , a speech synthesis comparative evaluation campaign, do not address some of the criteria which are believed to be important for language learning applications, such as naturalness, expressiveness and register (see section 4.2).
Regarding evaluations of TTS synthesis for the specific purposes of CALL, identification of the potential benefits TTS could bring to CALL could be considered to fulfil the function of basic research evaluation. However, regarding the next stage of evaluation recommended by Hamel and Handley (2005) , namely technology evaluation, only one report of an evaluation of the adequacy of TTS for use in CALL was found in the literature. In this evaluation, the quality, specifically the comprehensibility, of the output of a Spanish TTS synthesizer was evaluated to determine whether it was suitable for use as a reading machine for the presentation of grammar exercises in a language laboratory setting (Stratil et al.,1987a) . In other words, only one of the requirements of CALL has been addressed in one role for one TTS synthesis system -and that TTS synthesis system was out of date with respect to recent developments (see section 2.1). Further evaluation of the adequacy of TTS synthesis for use in CALL is important. If we do not conduct a more complete evaluation of the adequacy of TTS synthesis for use in CALL, we run the risk of wasting time and money integrating TTS synthesis into CALL applications for which it is not suited. Further evaluations should address all three roles which TTS synthesis may assume within CALL because different roles may impose different requirements on TTS synthesis, and a range of TTS synthesis systems should be evaluated because, as presented above, the quality of the output generated by different TTS synthesis systems varies significantly.
An Evaluation of Four State-of-the-Art French TTS Synthesis Systems
In order to go some way towards redressing the inadequacy of technology evaluations conducted to date, in this paper, I present an evaluation of a selection of state-of-theart French TTS synthesis systems for use in the three roles which TTS synthesis may assume within CALL applications: 1) reading machine, 2) pronunciation model, and 3) conversational partner.
Through this evaluation I hope to answer the following questions:
• Is TTS synthesis ready for use in CALL?
• What aspects of TTS synthesis require improvement in order to fully meet the requirements of CALL? • Do the different roles that TTS synthesis may assume within CALL applications have different requirements with respect to quality of speech generated?
Regarding the use of technology in CALL, I take the stance that technologies: are best exploited in the ways that take advantage of their particular characteristics rather than when they are used to try to "improve" deliveries in the media they are replacing (Stevens, 1989: 33) .
For this reason, two levels of readiness are distinguished in this study:
• Acceptability, readiness for use in applications in which CALL 'adds value', that is applications which are not possible without TTS synthesis and which exploit its unique capacities, specifically the ability to generate speech models on demand. Examples of such applications include, talking texts and dialogue partners.
• Adequacy, readiness for use in applications which it is already possible to provide through the use of other media such as digitised speech and do not exploit the unique capacities of TTS synthesis. Examples of such applications include talking dictionaries, 5 dictation, 6 and pronunciation training.
For this same reason, in this study, I do not compare the speech generated by TTS synthesis systems with that of a human control subject.
Method
One voice offered by each of four different state-of-the-art French TTS synthesis systems was evaluated with respect to its use in CALL as a: 1) reading machine, 2) pronunciation model at the phonetic level (henceforth phonetic pronunciation model), 3) pronunciation model at the prosodic level (henceforth prosodic pronunciation model) and 4) conversational partner. In this study I decided to treat phonetic and prosodic pronunciation models separately. I believed that they may place different demands on the quality of the output of TTS synthesis systems because different aspects of the quality of the speech are the focus of instruction and the models typically differ in length and complexity (see Handley and Hamel (2005) ), prosodic pronunciation models being longer and more complex than phonetic pronunciation models.
Design
The investigation had a related design. The independent variables were the different TTS synthesis systems (see section 5.1.3.2 for details) and the following roles that 5 Contrary to this, the Oxford-Hachette French Dictionary on CD-ROM does exploit TTS synthesis in a way that adds value; it exploits the capacity of TTS synthesis to generate speech models on demand to read aloud definition and examples of usage in addition to headwords. 6 The dictation system Ordictée (Mercier et al., 2000) also exploits TTS synthesis in a way that adds value; it exploits the manipulability of TTS synthesis to adapt the speed of delivery of the dictations to the rate at which the learners types their responses. (Stratil et al., 1987a) .
Participants were therefore a convenience sample of 17 French teachers and CALL researchers. 6 were male and 11 were female. Their ages ranged from under 25 to over 55 years old. 13 spoke French as their mother tongue. 10 were French teachers and 2 were CALL researchers. 4 out of the 10 teachers had experience of CALL. 7 of the participants understood what TTS is prior to taking part in the experiment. These participants were asked to rate the readiness of TTS synthesis for use in CALL on a scale of 1 (not at all ready) to 7 (entirely ready). The mean rating of readiness across these participants was 4 with a standard deviation of 1.41. In other words, as a group, the participants were not biased for or against the use of TTS synthesis in CALL prior to taking part in the study. 14 of the participants believed they had used speech synthesis prior to participating in this experiment. Their frequency of use of applications integrating TTS synthesis ranged from less than once a month to once a week.
In previous evaluations of TTS synthesis systems, it has been observed that the ability to recognise synthetic speech improves after only short periods of exposure (Pisoni, 1978-9; Francis and Nusbaum, 1999) . The TTS synthesis systems and roles were therefore presented to each participant in a different randomized order.
Apparatus and materials
The investigation was presented on-line. In order to take part in the experiment, all participants required a PC equipped with a sound card and headphones or speakers and access to the Internet.
Corpus
As said, the ability to recognise synthetic speech improves after only short periods of exposure (Pisoni, 1978-9; Francis and Nusbaum, 1999) , for each TTS synthesis system evaluated, before beginning the experiment in earnest, the participants were therefore presented a short passage to familiarise themselves with the voice of the TTS synthesis system. This passage was taken from Le Petit Prince (de SaintExupery, 1999).
The test corpus consisted of 10 sentences that might be presented to learners in the roles of reading machine, prosodic pronunciation model, and conversational partner, and 10 lists of 5 words that might be presented to learners in the role of phonetic pronunciation model. The reading machine corpus was taken from the text Le Vieux
Lit proposed to learners in FreeText (Hamel, 2003b) . The remaining corpora were all taken from Talk to Me: The Conversation Method (French) (Auralog, 2002) , specifically from the following modules: 'Phonetic Exercises', 'Sentence Pronunciation' and 'Dialogues: Comprehensibility'.
ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
In order to provide the contextualisation which it is believed is necessary to permit participants to make reliable judgements of the acceptability, adequacy and quality of the speech generated by TTS synthesis systems for use in the different roles they may assume in CALL applications (Handley and Hamel, 2005) , the corpora were accompanied by a screenshot of a CALL application integrating TTS synthesis in that role.
TTS synthesis systems
The TTS synthesis systems were selected in order to cover a range of different synthesis techniques, and hence qualities of output, and to include a range of varieties of French and a balance of male and female voices (see Table 1 ). 
Questionnaire
The questionnaire employed in this investigation, presented in Figure 1 , was based on
MOS-X (Polkosky and Lewis, 2003), the latest version of the ITU-T Overall Quality
Test (Schmidt-Nielson, 1995; van Bezooijen and van Heuven, 1997) . All scales were translated into French in order to keep the participants thinking in French (see Appendix A for French translation).
Procedure
On arrival at the Website where the experiment was hosted, participants were presented a brief introduction to the use of TTS synthesis in CALL which included an overview of TTS synthesis, a presentation of the proposed advantages of the use of TTS synthesis in CALL, and a presentation of the proposed uses of TTS synthesis in CALL. Next, the participants were reminded of the goal of the experiment, namely to determine what requirements CALL imposes on TTS synthesis and whether TTS synthesis is ready for use in CALL. Then, the participants were presented a short audio clip and asked to adjust the volume of the speech output to a comfortable level.
Next, the procedure of the investigation was explained. Specifically, the participants were told that, for each of 4 TTS synthesis systems, they would be presented a brief passage to familiarise themselves with the speech generated by the TTS synthesis system followed by an example of its use in CALL in each of four roles: 1) reading machine, 2) phonetic pronunciation model, 3) prosodic pronunciation model, and 4) conversational partner. The participants were told that, their task was to rate the quality of the speech generated by the TTS synthesis systems with respect to its use in the role indicated on the scales provided. The experimental procedure was the same for all participants. All that differed was the order of presentation of the synthesisers.
Analysis
In the following sections I consider the results of this evaluation with respect to each of the research questions in turn, namely:
• What aspects of TTS synthesis require improvement in order to fully meet the requirements of CALL?
ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
• Do the different roles that TTS synthesis may assume within CALL applications have different requirements with respect to quality of speech generated?
Is TTS synthesis ready for use in CALL?
The mean ratings of the adequacy and acceptability of the speech generated by the TTS synthesis systems for use in each of the four roles was calculated across participants. The results are presented in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.
The descriptive statistics presented in Table 2 show that none of the TTS synthesis systems achieved top ratings, i.e. ratings of 6 or 7, for adequacy for use in any of the roles. The ratings of the adequacy of system 4 for use in all four roles, in particular the rating of the adequacy of system 4 for use as a conversational partner, are, however, not far off. Similarly, systems 1, 2, and 3 do not achieve top ratings for acceptability for use (see Table 3 ). System 4 on the other hand does achieve top ratings for two of the roles, namely reading machine and conversational partner, suggesting that the quality of speech that it generated is acceptable for use in those roles, i.e. ready for use in applications to which TTS synthesis adds value. The ratings of the acceptability of the speech generated by system 4 for use in the roles of phonetic and prosodic pronunciation model are not much lower than those of the speech generated by system 4 for use in the roles of reading machine and conversational partner.
This suggests that, of the four systems evaluated, only one system, system 4, is ready for use in CALL, and, that that system is only ready for use as a reading machine and a conversational partner in applications in which it adds value, that is exploit its capacity to generate speech models on demand. The quality of the speech generated is not sufficient for it to be used in applications which could be provided through the use of digitised speech.
What improvements are needed for TTS synthesis to more fully meet the requirements of CALL?
The mean ratings of the different aspects of the quality of the speech generated by TTS synthesis systems with respect to their use in each of the four roles was calculated across participants. The results for system 1 are presented in Table 4 . The descriptive statistics presented in Table 4 show that none of the aspects of the quality of the speech generated by system 1 received top ratings, i.e. ratings of 6 or 7, for any of the roles. More specifically, of all the aspects of the quality of the speech considered expressiveness received the lowest mean rating for all four roles. The mean ratings of the accuracy and naturalness of the speech with respect to its use as a reading machine were also very low, under 4, negative on the original scale used in the questionnaire. This was also the case for the role of phonetic pronunciation model, but in addition, the mean rating of the intelligibility of the speech with respect to its use in this role were also very low. Regarding the role of prosodic pronunciation model, in addition to expressiveness, the mean ratings of the accuracy and naturalness of the speech with respect to its use in this role were very low. This was also the case for the role of conversational partner.
As said, accuracy and naturalness were composite measures. The results for the individual measures that were combined to arrive at measures of accuracy and naturalness are presented in Table 5 . They show that ratings of accuracy and naturalness at the prosodic level were lower than ratings of accuracy and naturalness at the phonetic level; while ratings of accuracy and naturalness at the phonetic level were sometimes more than 4, i.e. positive on our original scale, ratings of accuracy and naturalness at the prosodic level were less than 4.
The results for system 2 are presented in Table 6 and Table 7 . As for system 1, the descriptive statistics presented in Table 6 show that none of the aspects of the quality of the speech generated by system 2 received top ratings for any of the roles. More specifically, as for system 1, of all the aspects of the quality of the speech considered, for all four roles, expressiveness received the lowest mean rating. Also, as for system 1, the mean ratings of the accuracy and naturalness of the speech with respect to its use as reading machine were also very low. Regarding the role of phonetic pronunciation model, none of the aspects of the quality of the speech including expressiveness received very low ratings. As for the role of reading machine for this TTS synthesis system and for all of the roles for system 1, in addition to expressiveness, accuracy and naturalness received very low ratings for the role of prosodic pronunciation model. Regarding the role of conversational partner, the mean ratings of the naturalness of the speech, in addition to those of the expressiveness of the speech received very low ratings.
Regarding the measures that were combined to arrive at measures of accuracy and naturalness, as for system 1, ratings of accuracy and naturalness at the prosodic level were lower than ratings of accuracy and naturalness at the phonetic level, with ratings of accuracy and naturalness at the prosodic level in general below 4 and ratings of accuracy and naturalness at the phonetic level above 4 in some cases.
The results for system 3 are presented in Table 8 and Table 9 . As for systems 1 and 2, the descriptive statistics presented in Table 8 show that none of the aspects of the quality of the speech generated by system 3 received top ratings for any of the roles.
More specifically, as for systems 1 and 2, for all four roles, expressiveness received the lowest mean rating. Returning to the role of reading machine, intelligibility, accuracy, and naturalness also received very low ratings. Regarding the role of phonetic pronunciation model, all aspects of the speech received very low ratings with respect to use in this role. Finally, regarding the role of conversational partner, in addition to expressiveness, accuracy and naturalness received very low ratings.
Regarding the measures that were combined to arrive at measures of accuracy and naturalness, with one exception, precision of phonemes for use as a pronunciation model at the prosodic level, ratings were below 4.
The results for system 4 are presented in Table 10 and Table 11 . Unlike for the other TTS synthesis systems, none of the aspects of the quality of the speech generated by the TTS synthesis systems considered including expressiveness received very low ratings. In fact most aspects of the quality of the speech generated by the TTS synthesis systems considered received close on top ratings. This would appear to suggest that system 4 is not far from meeting the requirements placed on all of the aspects of the quality of the speech generated by TTS synthesis considered including those placed on expressiveness for any of the roles. The picture is the same when we look in more detail at the measures which make up the ratings of accuracy and naturalness (see Table 11 ).
In summary, expressiveness received the lowest rating for all four roles, for three out of four of the TTS synthesis systems evaluated. Accuracy and naturalness also received low ratings for all for roles for three out of four of the TTS synthesis systems evaluated. The results would, therefore, appear to suggest that the following aspects of the quality of the speech generated by most French TTS synthesis systems need to be improved in order to be ready for use in CALL applications: expressiveness, accuracy and naturalness.
These results are consistent with what is known about the quality of the speech generated by TTS synthesis systems based on concatenative and USS synthesis.
Concatenative synthesis systems do not provide control over voice quality (Edgington, 1997) and hence expressiveness (Edgington, 1997; Bailly et al., 2003) .
Regarding naturalness, there are several factors which give rise to unnatural sounding speech, namely:
• Distortions at concatenation points (Huang et al., 2001) • The inability to model changes at the phonetic level which accompany changes at the prosodic level (Campbell and Black, 1997) • The fact that speech segments are typically extracted from corpora of prosodically neutral speech (ibid.). Regarding accuracy at the prosodic level, methods for determining the prosodic specification of utterances are inadequate (Dutoit, 1997; Rodman, 1999; Henton, 2002) .
Do the different roles of TTS synthesis in CALL have different requirements?
In order to answer this question, I looked again at the ratings of the adequacy (see Table 2 ) and the acceptability (see Table 3 ) of the speech generated by the TTS synthesis systems for use in the different roles that it may assume within CALL applications. The descriptive statistics presented in Table 2 show that adequacy differed across the roles for all four TTS synthesis systems. The same was true for acceptability, with the exception of ratings of the acceptability of S4 for use as a pronunciation model at the phonetic and prosodic levels (see Table 3 ). Analysis of the data using the Friedman test revealed that, while the differences in adequacy were significant for systems 2 and 4 ( ² r = 8.010, df = 3, p = 0.046; ² r = 8.063, df = 3, p = 0.045, respectively), they were not statistically significant for systems 1 and 3 ( ² r = 2.352, df = 3, p = 0.503; ² r = 3.467, df = 3, p = 0.325; ² r = 3.194, respectively). The differences in acceptability were not statistically significant for any of the TTS synthesis systems (system 1 ² r = 6.616, df = 3, p = 0.085, system 2 ² r = 6.303, df = 3, p = 0.098, system 3 ² r = 3.194, df = 3, p = 0.363, and system 4 ² r = 5.547, df = 3, p = 0.163). A similar result was obtained when the Friedman test was run on the various aspects of the quality of the speech evaluated (see Handley, 2006) . It is therefore not possible to draw any clear conclusions as to whether the different roles impose different requirements on the quality of the speech generated by TTS synthesis systems. A possible explanation for these results is that the different roles do impose different requirements on the quality of the speech generated by TTS synthesis systems, but the differences in requirements are only small. Another possible explanation for the results is that the participants were not able to reliably discriminate between the different roles and the requirements that they place on the quality of the speech generated by TTS synthesis systems. Yet another possible explanation for the findings is that the roles overlap -learners might use the speech provided in talking dictionaries, talking texts and by conversational partners as a model to imitate, for example. Whichever explanation is correct, the implications for the use of TTS synthesis in CALL applications are that one TTS synthesis system can be used in all applications, if it is sufficiently flexible (see Handley and Hamel (2005) ); if there are differences in requirements across the roles, but the differences are only small, there is little gain in using a different TTS synthesis system for each of the different roles; if teachers and CALL researchers cannot discriminate between the different roles and their requirements, then it is not possible to select different TTS synthesis systems for use in different applications; and, if the roles overlap, then a TTS synthesis systems which is suitable for all roles should be used.
Summary and future work
In response to the need for further evaluation of TTS synthesis for use in CALL, in this paper, the quality of the speech generated by four state-of-the-art French TTS synthesis systems was evaluated with respect to its use in the three different roles which TTS synthesis systems may assume within CALL applications, namely (1) reading machine, (2) pronunciation model, and (3) conversational partner (Handley and Hamel, 2005) . Regarding the readiness of TTS synthesis for use in CALL, the results of this evaluation suggested that the speech generate by some French TTS synthesis systems is ready for use in applications to which it adds value. The majority of French TTS synthesis systems evaluated, however, did not meet these requirements. In particular, they did not meet the requirements imposed on expressiveness. The good news is that expressive speech synthesis is the focus of much of current research into TTS synthesis (see for example Campbell et al. (2006) ).
It is, however, not possible to say whether this is the case for other languages; different language pose different challenges to TTS synthesis. Moreover, further research into the requirements imposed on the flexibility (Handley and Hamel, 2005) of TTS synthesis is necessary before we can draw any general conclusions about the readiness of TTS synthesis for use in CALL.
The results of this study also have implications for future evaluations of TTS synthesis. Regarding the distinction that was made between the different roles that TTS synthesis systems may play in CALL applications, whatever the cause, the fact that consistent differences were not found in the readiness of TTS synthesis for use in the different roles suggests that evaluations should not discriminate between the different roles that TTS synthesis may assume within CALL applications, i.e. TTS synthesis systems should be evaluated for use in CALL applications in general; if there are differences among the roles, but the differences are only small, there is little gain in making the difference; if teachers and CALL researchers cannot discriminate between the different roles and their requirements, then it is not possible to make the difference; and, if the roles overlap, then the difference should not be made.
Regarding evaluation criteria, this study highlights the importance to CALL of two characteristics which are not currently addressed by general purpose evaluation tools, such as the ITU-T Overall Quality Test (Schmidt-Nielson, 1995; van Bezooijen and van Heuven, 1997) , namely naturalness and expressiveness. It is recommended that general purpose tools for the evaluation of TTS synthesis and comparative evaluation campaigns address these criteria. If such general purpose tools for the evaluation of TTS synthesis and comparative evaluation campaigns do not address criteria which are important for CALL, improvements to TTS synthesis for CALL purposes are unlikely to be made because, as mentioned in section 2, in general, it is not feasible to build TTS synthesis systems for the specific purposes of CALL.
In conclusion, while further research is necessary to determine whether the results of our investigation generalise to other languages and to address the requirements imposed on flexibility, our results suggest that it will not be long before learners will be able to benefit from the support of an untiring non-judgemental substitute native speaker 24/7 in CALL applications. 
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